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It’s a confession, an admission, but of what exactly?

It’s anecdotal and anonymous.

At least in written form.

It’s culture if you de!ne the term as that which outlives the lifetime 
of its maker.

The one thing we can all agree on is that the psychiatrist bit is now 
a classic American joke.

Before Louis CK.

Before Jerry Seinfeld.

Before Sam Kinison.

From an era when people still told jokes.

The heyday of Henny Youngman.

In the retelling it got stronger somehow.

More de!ned.

One of the few oral traditions our country maintains.

A litmus test of taste.

Of shared sensibility.

You think something’s funny + I think something’s funny =  
consensus.

And that’s a powerful emotion.

When he !rst heard the joke, Richard Prince wasn’t entirely  
sure he understood it.

Maybe he still doesn’t.
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I went to see a psychiatrist. He said “tell me everything,” 
I did and now he’s doing my act.

Cassette tape with handwritten joke, 1986



But he knew it was about appropriation.

And he knew he wanted out of the Pictures Generation.

A club he’d never intended to join.

Here was his chance to escape.

A chance for the kid to skip the picture.

He wasn’t a funny guy.

He wasn’t the life of the party.

But most comedy isn’t about entertaining as much as it is  
about survival.

And he wanted to live.

He didn’t make art looking for love.

Who could love four men looking in the same direction?

It was so ugly he wouldn’t hang it in his own house.

He wouldn’t hang it in your house.

He lived with his girlfriend.

Her apartment was at 303 Park Avenue South.

In the back he set up a little studio.

This was after his post studio period.

Post, post studio.

The year was 1986.

He started writing out stolen jokes.

Maybe not stolen, but almost authorless.

Borscht Belt stuff.

A step above knock knocks.

Old jokes for young people.
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Ten dollars a joke.

Which quickly became twenty dollars a joke.

They weren’t his lines, but they were written in his hand.

And that counted for something.

He wrote out a few jokes on the liners of cassette tapes.

He thought of them almost as mix tapes.

Almost as set lists.

But if you bothered listening to one there was nothing  
recorded on it.

Only white noise to greet you.

He thought he might give the cassettes out at galleries  
like demo tapes.

Like musicians did at record labels to get signed.

Within a year he began silk-screening jokes on canvas.

He made them with black text on a white background, but then 
decided that wasn’t quite right.

He painted over them.

There’s an installation shot in Spiritual America before he  
destroyed the paintings.

The answer he arrived at !nally was to paint the jokes using 
strange colors.

Strange combinations.

The colors would be a stand-in for the missing image.

Or rather lack of image.

It’s not for nothing that his friend Christopher Wool was making  
text pieces at the time.

Except Wool was a deconstructionist, exploding syllables and 
reshuf"ing etymology.
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Richard Prince was vacillating between ideas about painting  
and illustration.

Studying cartoon captions one comes across in men’s magazines.

A struggle he would explore later in the white paintings.

For now, he was deep in his monochromatic joke phase.

The year was 1987.

The month was March.

Art In America puts Prince on the cover.

It turns out to be a real game changer.

Print periodicals still meant something then.

Maybe he wouldn’t have to take the assistant teaching gig in  
Maine that he’d been offered.

Maybe there’d be pennies to his name.

Or at the very least he could keep his name—be himself—and  
that might end up being enough.

A month or two passed.

He gets a call from Barbara Gladstone.

Would he like to be part of her gallery line-up?

She would pay him a monthly stipend to cover his studio expenses, 
something to live on.

They planned an exhibition for 1988.

He showed up with the monochrome jokes.

She asked him what happened to the photographs?

Where were the gangs?

She wasn’t kidding.

—Bill Powers
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Tell Me Everything, 1987, Acrylic and silkscreen on canvas, 56 x 48 inches (142.2 x 121.9 cm)
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